Once you’ve registered, enter in Zone# located on stickers & signs on the meters.

How To Pay with Parkmobile

1. Once you’ve registered, enter in Zone# located on stickers & signs on the meters.
2. Depending on your area, choose the duration you wish to park.
3. Confirm your information, including Location, License Plate #, time, and cost.
4. A ticker will show up counting down your time remaining, & in some locations, you may extend your session remotely.

Parkmobile Perks

- Easy to register and use
- Saves you time and money
- Extend your parking session on-the-go (where permitted)
- Link payment to your Visa Checkout or PayPal account (where accepted)
- Save “Favorite” and recently used zones
- Ability to view and print parking history
- Optional 15 minute parking expiration notifications
- Add up to 5 license plate numbers and 5 users to your profile